Reading biographies and memoirs written by or about physicians are an excellent way of learning about changes in the medical profession through time. The listed books are available at the Newton Free Library. The call number of the book is printed and underlined after the book title. Ask a Reference Librarian if you need help in locating a particular title.

Ameisen, Olivier. *Heal Thyself: A Doctor At the Peak of His Medical Career, Destroyed By Alcohol, and the Personal Miracle That Brought Him Back*. E A498 .AM 2009

Au, Michelle. *This Won't Hurt a Bit (and Other White Lies): My Education In Medicine and Motherhood*. E A887 .AU 2011

Austin, Paul. *Something For the Pain: One Doctor's Account of Life and Death In the ER*. 616.025 A93S 2008


**Gifted Hands by Ben Carson**. E C239 .CA 1990


Dauphin, Marc. *Combat Doctor: Life and Death Stories From Kandahar's Military Hospital*. 958.104 D26C 2013


Dowling, William C. *Oliver Wendell Holmes in Paris: Medicine, Theology, and the Autocrat of the Breakfast Table*. E H737 .DO 2006


Heimlich, Henry J. *Heimlich's Maneuvers: My Seventy Years of Lifesaving Innovations*. E H364 .HE 2014

Holt, Terry. *Internal Medicine: A Doctor's Stories*. 616 H74I 2014


Kean, B. H. *M. D: One Doctor's Adventures Among the Famous and Infamous From the Jungles of Panama To a Park Avenue Practice.* E K19 KEA 1990


Marion, Robert. *Learning To Play God: The Coming of Age of a Young Doctor.* 610.7 M33L 1991

Parrish, John A. *Autopsy of War: A Personal History.* 959.704 P24A 2012

Prusiner, Stanley B. *Madness and Memory: The Discovery of Prions - A New Biological Principle of Disease.* E P954 PR 2014


Stewart, James B. *Blind Eye: How the Medical Establishment Let a Doctor Get Away With Murder.* 364.152 S84B 1999

Sviokla, Sylvester, III. *From Harvard to Hell ... And Back: A Doctor's Journey Through Addiction to Recovery.* 362.29 S96F 2013


Wicklund, Susan. *This Common Secret: My Journey As an Abortion Doctor.* E W633 WI 2007


Zazove, Philip. *When the Phone Rings, My Bed Shakes: Memoirs of a Deaf Doctor.* 610.92 ZAZOVE 1993

**INTERNET RESOURCES**